Context: The alignment of different software engineering activities for coordinated functioning and optimized product development is of great importance, particularly in industrialscale development. The link between intermediate activities has been researched extensively, but the link between requirements engineering (RE) and software testing (ST) is a relatively less explored area. Objective: The objective of this study is to aggregate, structure, and classify all existing research regarding alignment of RE and ST published by the end of 2015. Method: We conducted a systematic mapping study (SMS) and aggregated all studies relevant to our scope. The primary studies are analyzed in terms of publication trend, focus area, i.e., how alignment is supported, the application domain and benefits and challenges, methodological data, and scientific rigor and industrial relevance. Results: There is a growing interest towards the topic. Several different techniques have been identified to improve RE and ST alignment. Test generation from requirements specification has received most attention. Alignment of RE and ST is particularly important for large safety-critical domains. While many challenges have been reported, the supporting evidence for benefits is scarce. Frameworks/methods/techniques is the most frequent contribution type. Solution proposal and evaluation research were the most frequently applied research type. Case study research was the most frequently applied research method, however, almost half of the studies did not clearly report any research method. Conclusion: Despite the numerous approaches that are proposed, it is not clear what approach is suitable in what context and why. To support industry in RE and ST alignment, guidelines and tool support are needed. The supporting evidence for claimed benefits is very limited. Overall, the research area is in its early stages and an increase in both the number and rigor of empirical studies are required.
INTRODUCTION
Software development, regardless of whether plan driven or agile, follows the same concept: from initial conceptualization to realization through different analysis, design, implementation and testing activities. In all development, it is equally important to verify and validate that the final product operates as intended. The link between intermediate activities, e.g., analysis and design, or design and implementation, has been researched extensively, but the link between requirements engineering (RE) and software testing (ST) is less explored [1] . Since the requirements of a software product dictates how the product should operate and testing should show that the product does what it is supposed to do [2] , it would be beneficial to explore this link. Modern software development in industrial context can be very complex, which makes it difficult to maintain the link between RE and ST. The product to be developed can be a system of systems with tens of millions of lines of code and thousands of requirements and all these systems must function properly together [3] . This need is highlighted in safety critical domains, such as the automotive, clinical, or avionics domains, where a system that function incorrectly may lead to loss of lives. It is very important that the systems in these domains function as required and that makes the activities and alignment of RE and ST very important. Another characteristic of modern big organizations is that the intra organizational distances starts to grow [4] and, like in the automotive industry, different activities of the development process might be executed outside the original equipment manufacturer's (OEM) organization [3] . This makes it even more difficult to maintain the link between RE and ST and makes coordination even more important. This coordination is referred to as alignment of RE and ST, that Unterkalmsteiner et al. [1] define as "the adjustment of RE and ST efforts for coordinated functioning and optimized product development". The importance of linking RE and ST has been recognized in industry. Uusitalo et al. [5] reported that a better link between RE and ST ensures better flow of information about requirements to the testing process. Kukkanen et al. [6] found that this improves the control and estimation of project cost and schedule leading to positive effects on project work, product quality, and ultimately leads to more satisfied customers. Barmi et al. [7] conducted a systematic mapping study (SMS) regarding the alignment of non-functional requirements (NFR) and testing, but expanded later to include also functional requirements due to lack of focus on NFRs. Their study discussed challenges related to methods but did not classify the benefits and challenges. They presented that evaluation of proposals is lacking and validity discussion is scares, however, more detailed analysis of rigor and relevance could be done. Unterkalmsteiner et al. [1] found later additional relevant studies that should have been included in the previous mapping study. A dedicated workshop has also been held on the topic in 2014 [8] and 2015 [9] . The research area has evolved significantly and many articles has been published recently. Thus, there is a need for an up-to-date overview of the research on alignment of RE and ST. The aim of this SMS is to attempt to gather all the scientific literature on alignment of RE and ST, to see how the field has evolved after the study by Barmi et al., and to structure the body of knowledge. The main research question (RQ) thus is: What is the current state of research on the alignment of RE and ST? The body-of-knowledge is characterized and classified in terms of publication year and venues, approaches to support alignment, in what context alignment is supported and the benefits and challenges, contribution and research type and research method, and scientific rigor and industrial relevance. The next chapter gives more information about the background. Chapter 3 present the applied research method and how it was conducted in this study. Chapter 4 presents the findings of the SMS. Discussion is presented in Chapter 5, and Chapter 6 gives concluding remarks.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The waterfall model of the development process can help development of large complex software systems [10] . However, this model puts the activities of RE and ST very far from each other. In the V-model view of the development process different analysis and design activities are linked to corresponding testing activities [11] . Thus, the V-model helps to preserve the connection between RE and ST. There is, in many agile methods too, a closer relationship between requirements and tests, however, there is not much explicit focus on the alignment of RE and testing activities. The favoring of more face-to-face communication and less documentation in agile methods [12] might be a concern since it has been found that the linking of people does not make documentation redundant [5] . The importance of the flow of information was identified by Uusitalo et al. [5] stating that the most important function of the link between RE and ST is to ensure the flow of information. Bjarnason et al. [4] further stated that not only the information itself is important but the distances between activities, artefacts, and people are also important, and constructed a theory of distance that explains how certain practices affect this distance. Unterkalmsteiner et al. [1] studied and constructed a taxonomy for alignment of RE and ST based on the premise that information and the flow of information between RE and ST is a key ingredient in better coordination of the two activities and proposed a framework called RESTbench for the assessment of alignment in development organizations. The REST-bench framework was later validated successfully in industrial context in five different case studies of varying size in both plan driven and agile development [13] . The previous mapping study on the topic by Barmi et al. [7] focused on the classification of different methods and techniques that support alignment that had been published between 2000 and 2010. Their mapping study classified research into 6 categories: formal approaches, traceability, code centric approaches, model centric approaches, test cases, and alignment problems and good practices. The authors found that most studies focused on model centric approaches and traceability.
RESEARCH METHOD
The research method of this study was SMS as explained and introduced by Petersen et al. in [14] for software engineering research. The main difference between SMS and a systematic literature review (SLR) is that, while SLRs aim to identify best practice with respect to specific procedures, technologies, methods or tools by aggregating information from comparative studies, SMSs focus on classification and thematic analysis of literature on a software engineering topic [15] .
Objective and Research Questions
The aim of this SMS was to structure the body of knowledge on alignment of RE and ST. Several sub questions help answer the main question: What is the current state of research on the alignment of RE and ST? RQ1 -What is the intensity of research on the alignment of RE and ST? The aim of this question is to get an overview of publication trends with respect to number of publications per year and type of venues. RQ2 -What are the foci of research regarding alignment of RE and ST and what is proposed to support alignment in the research? The purpose of this RQ is to find out how alignment of RE and ST can be achieved and to find and classify all approaches and solutions presented in the primary studies. 
Search Strategy
Three search strategies were used in this study: database search, snowballing, and manual search. The key-words for the search phrase in database search were formulated by inspecting an initial set of studies. These studies were obtained from the previous SMS [7] , the taxonomy paper by Unterkalmsteiner et al. [1] , and through an initial manual search for relevant studies. The search phrase was constructed and improved to cover almost all the studies in the initial set without creating too much noise in the search result. The different categories of the final search phrase are presented in Table 1 and were used in the form C1 AND C2 AND C3 AND C4. The exact search phrases can be found in [17] . Five different databases were used in search. Figure 1 shows the used databases together with search results and the complete study selection process. Search was conducted in December 22 nd 2015. The snowballing, as proposed in [16] was conducted before full text review to catch any missing relevant studies. Thereafter, we consulted an expert in the area, as proposed in [14] , and it was decided that a manual search would be needed. The manual search was conducted by applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria on papers published in the dedicated requirements engineering and testing workshops [8] [9] . The terms "trac*", "gap", and "coverage" in search phrase category 4 (C4) are not synonyms of "alignment". The initial set of studies described the concept of alignment in many ways. Thus, it was deemed necessary to include these terms to capture these studies of the initial set and potential other studies referring to the concept in similar terms.
Selection Criteria and Selection Process
The inclusion and exclusion criteria applied in the selection process are presented in Table 2 . The selection criteria were first piloted by two researchers to improve the criteria and to ensure that both researchers had a common understanding of the concept. Conflicting decisions regarding inclusion or exclusion of studies were resolved in meetings through discussion and argumentation. The selection of studies was conducted in steps of the protocol and the results of each step of the selection process can be seen in Figure 1 . To avoid exclusion of relevant studies during abstract screening, the step of extended review was included for unclear cases of abstract screening. Extended review consisted mainly of the inspection of introduction and conclusion of studies. In the end, 80 studies were deemed relevant for the topic of the mapping study. Table 2 . Exclusion and inclusion criteria
Inclusion criteria
The study is a peer-reviewed study The study focuses on development of software-intensive products, systems or services The study includes any software development activity with the intention of alignment of requirements engineering with verification, validation or testing
Exclusion criteria
Duplicate, non-English studies, short papers, non-peerreviewed studies The study is not related to the software domain
The study does not clearly discuss the alignment of requirements engineering and validation, verification or testing of software intensive products, systems or services
Data Properties and Data Extraction
Data properties needed to answer the research questions are presented in Table 3 . A more detailed definition of these data properties can be found in Appendix B in [17] . The method by Ivarsson and Gorschek [18] was used to evaluate the scientific rigor of research in the studies and their relevance for industrial practitioners. Data extraction was first piloted with a second researcher. Any differences in the piloting results were discussed until agreement could be achieved before the data extraction was done on the full set of primary studies by both researchers.
Results of the data extraction were once more compared before moving to analysis and synthesis of data. Research type (definition from [19] ) RQ4
Contribution type (adapted from [20] ) RQ4
Research method RQ4
Rigor and relevance (used method from [18] ) RQ5
Data Analysis and Interpretation
When the data had been extracted, the data was analyzed and synthesized to answer the research questions and to structure the body of knowledge. Descriptive statistics were used when investigating frequencies and qualitative synthesis [21] regarding benefits, challenges, and how the studies support alignment.
Threats to Validity
The four concerns of validity [16] , that is, construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability, have been considered. Construct validity refers to the identification and selection of primary studies. The threats to construct validity were minimized by using three different search strategies and including only peer reviewed scientific publications. All publications published up to the date of search were considered, and an expert was consulted regarding the list of primary studies. Same expert was consulted regarding the concept of alignment when constructing the inclusion criteria. The criteria were also subjected to peer review. Abstract screening was done in a conservative way to minimize the risk of excluding relevant studies. An abstract can be of poor quality, misleading or miss important information [9] , thus, the extended review was deemed necessary. Threats to internal validity concern whether wrong conclusions can be made from the data. The data extraction protocol vas reviewed by and piloted with a second researcher. Through the piloting, the researchers could get a common understanding and gave the opportunity to improve the data extraction protocol. In overall three researchers were involved during the study, thus reducing researcher bias. External validity refers to the extent to which findings are generalizable within and beyond the scope of the study. The purpose is not to generalize the results beyond software development or alignment of RE and ST. Reliability refers to the repeatability of the study. The search process must be repeatable by strict implementation of research protocol. However, classification and synthesis of primary studies is a more subjective process and relates to the research creativity and innovation. A protocol to follow in search, inclusion and exclusion of studies, and in data extraction, was devised and reviewed by a second researcher before the conducting of the mapping study. The synthesis of data and classification of studies, was also subjected to peer review, however, another researcher might device completely different classification just by taking another perspective.
FINDINGS
This section presents the findings regarding each research question. Due to space restrictions, only the studies mentioned in this paper are listed in the reference list. The full list of primary studies can be found in the Appendix A of [17] and the full version of data extraction result is available over the web 1 .
Intensity of Research (RQ1)
The publication trend is presented in Figure 2 . Starting from 1998, there has been great variance in number of publications from year to year. 
Focus of Research (RQ2)
A high-level overview of the primary studies shows that the greatest number of studies (84%) were technical in nature presenting techniques and methods that development organizations can apply for better alignment of RE and ST. 10 studies (12.5%) focus on practices to apply in the development process of which six also list challenges and two benefits. Two of the 80 studies focus on the assessment of alignment and one focus on theory construction. The primary studies were also grouped based on how alignment is proposed to be supported. The resulting eight categories are shown in Table 4 . . Leaving V&V activities to the end of RE would mean that V&V would have to consider the whole set of requirements after a time, which requires stakeholders to revisit the requirements to recollect their context and rationale [24] . Test generation from requirements specification: This group contains the greatest number of studies (25 studies). These studies focus on supporting alignment through test generation from requirements specification. Model-based testing (MBT) is a technique in which test cases are generated from behavioral models [25] . For example, [25] , [26] , and [27] propose to support alignment through test case generation from requirements specified as models. Not all studies start, however, with already specified requirements. [28] and [29] present methods to generate model-based test cases from natural language (NL) requirements to bring RE and ST closer. Use cases can also be used to deal with ambiguities of NL requirements. Techniques to generate test cases from use cases to support alignment has been presented in e.g., [30] and [31] . Goal orientation cannot only be used for understanding the domain and organizational setting, but can also be used for the derivation of test cases. [32] and [33] support alignment through this approach. Improved testing: This group (3 studies) supports alignment by focusing more on the improvement of testing, but do not discuss test generation. [34] proposes to annotate source code with goals and events that are emitted when source code is run and can be compared to plans of how goals are achieved. [35] presents an idea for minimizing the gap between RE and ST through better information gathering in the RE phase, improving requirements quality, and better usage of this information in the ST phase reducing the number of test scenarios and test cases. [36] examines possible strategies of combining use cases and usage based testing through transformation of UCs or extension of UCs to facilitate testing. Formalization of the requirements: Formalization of the requirements is important for test generation, especially when automation of test generation is pursued. The studies of this group (10 studies) supports alignment by facilitating test generation through formalization of the requirements. A formal specification gives a more precise and unambiguous description of the informal requirements [37] . This allows for formal verification of the requirements that can guarantee that the implementation conform to specification [38] . This is of great importance in safety critical domains, such as the automotive industry, that must meet safety standards [39] . Improved traceability: Traceability is important to understand the impact of change during the development [40] . Thus, the improvement of traceability is one way to support alignment and 12 studies focus more on this aspect. Traceability does not concern only test traceability to requirements or traceability between items in a model, but also traceability between items in different models and on different abstraction levels [40] . Practices to support alignment: Four studies focus on practices, i.e., practices in the way of working, to support alignment. The most important themes throughout these studies are the linking of people and linking of processes through cooperation and communication. Involvement of testers in RE is one such practice [5] [22] . Assessment of alignment: These studies, [1] and [13] , provide a method for the assessment of RE and ST alignment (REST-bench) and thus provide improvement opportunity for better alignment. The assessment framework was introduced in [1] and in the later study [13] the assessment framework was successfully validated in real industrial settings. The results also showed that large organizations with plan driven development processes can benefit more from alignment than small agile projects.
Other approaches: This group contains studies that cannot be grouped in the previous categories. Example of such studies are, [41] that address the issue of alignment with a model for defining and validating RE quality in a precise and systematic way, and [42] presenting a tool to model NFRs to support alignment.
Domains, Benefits and Challenges (RQ3)
Different ways of improving alignment of RE and ST have been proposed in a variety of domains with varying size of application or organization. However, the three most frequently reported domains are large industrial domains: automotive industry (15 studies), telecommunication and mobile devices (11 studies), and avionics (6 studies). Five studies, [6] , [5] , [43] , [44] , and [45] , reported challenges out of which 62 individual challenges were extracted. The challenges could be grouped into eight categories for which the categories of [43] were used. The categories are: organization and process related challenges, people related challenges, tool related challenges, RE related challenges, ST related challenges, change management related challenges, traceability related challenges, and metrics related challenges. Short description of categories is presented below. Organization and process related challenges: The biggest challenge is posed by the separation of activities which, especially in big organizations, translates to increased distance between RE and ST, e.g., through outsourcing. This calls for better communication. The applied development process might not be well suited for closer collaboration of requirements engineers and testers, but still the change of processes or process improvement initiatives can make it difficult to maintain alignment. People related challenges: These manifest themselves in people's skills or willingness to cooperate with other units. Also, the missing knowledge of the work of others was mentioned as a challenge. Tool related challenges: Tools may not be appropriate for realizing alignment and many organizations use a diversity of different tools for different activities. It may be difficult to make all these heterogeneous tools fit together. The use of tools was also mentioned as a challenge. RE related challenges: The defining of good, verifiable, and complete requirements is a concern and especially regarding quality requirements, the NFR. The large number of requirements also pose a challenge. Cooperation with other units was mentioned as a challenge in RE. Requirements engineers may not consider testing sufficiently when defining requirements and testers' involvement in RE may be minimal.
ST related challenges:
The NFRs are a challenge in ST also since they are many times difficult to verify. Like for RE, the cooperation with other units has been reported as a challenge. Large amount of test cases and test coverage was seen as a challenge. The definition of a good testing process has also been mentioned as a n issue. Change management related challenges: The evolving and changing requirements are a challenge especially in the cases where there is a lack of change management strategy. It was also reported that the updating of information can pose a challenge for alignment since in many cases this updating of information may require additional resources and is left undone. Additionally, it was reported that sometimes it may be hard to find responsible people. Traceability related challenges: Despite existing tools and practices, maintaining traceability in practice was seen as a challenge. Links between tests and requirement are sometimes missing and large legacies may imply that many test cases do not have requirements linked. The different abstraction levels pose a challenge and poor quality of requirements have a negative effect on traceability.
Metrics related challenges:
There is a lack of metrics for alignment, lack of experience regarding metrics, and there is a need for appropriate performance metrics that includes both operative and top management levels. Many studies report on perceived benefits and give convincing argumentation for the benefits of alignment, others reference the reported benefits, but only two studies report on benefits, [6] and [5] . 16 individual benefits were reported that are categorized in the following four categories: benefits for project quality, benefits for project quality, benefits for RE, and benefits for ST.
Benefits for project quality: It was found that better alignment led to improved control and estimation of project cost and schedule. Better traceability improved the efficiency of change management and the practice of linking testers to requirements owners made it possible to progress despite lower quality requirements. Letting testers do requirements suggestions was another proposed practice that showed that it was more likely that testing will be completed both in time and planned scope.
Benefits for product quality: It was found that improving alignment increased the reliability of test results and thus also improved the likelihood of products satisfying customer needs. In addition, better test traceability to requirements resulted in more efficient error removal. Benefits for RE: The practice of early tester participation improved the quality of the requirements and helped surface deficiencies and omissions in requirements. Tester participation in requirements reviews helped to identify requirements that would be difficult to validate and thus pay more attention to those early on. Benefits for testing: The practice of early tester participation was beneficial also for testing. It led to that testing activities are properly considered in planning and the domain and system knowledge is improved. Letting testers make requirements suggestions improved testability and possibilities for automation, and reduced the testing effort. Test coverage was improved by improved test traceability to requirements and the amount of assumptions made by testers were reduced by linking testers to requirements owners. From the amount of reported challenges, it could be said that it is well understood what needs to be in place for better alignment of RE and ST, however, very little evidence of the benefits of improved alignment exists in the literature.
Methodological data (RQ4)
Two research types, solution proposal and evaluation research, are most frequently used in the studies. These constitute over 83.7% (67/80) of all research types. The number of solution proposals is 29, which is 36.2% of all studies, and the number of evaluation research is 38, which is 47.5% of the studies. There are just a few cases of validation research (4), experience reports (4), and opinion papers (3). Two studies conducted philosophical argumentation.
The most frequently applied research method is case study, 42.5% (34/80), which is in accordance with the high number of evaluation research. However, what is even more noticeable is that the number of studies not reporting any research method is even higher, 45% (36/80) of studies. Four studies used a mixed method and three of the studies conducted experimentation. Two studies used survey as research method and one study reported doing action research. The number of extracted contributions (98) is higher than the number of studies (80), since some studies provide more than one kind of contribution. The by far most frequent contribution type is framework/method/technique, at 60% (59/98) of all extracted contributions. The second highest contribution type is tool and the third highest lessons learned, representing 16.3% (16/98) and 13.3% (13/98) of all contributions respectively. The contribution types advice/implication and model are provided in three studies both, two studies contribute with metrics, and there is one study providing a theory and one providing guidelines. 
Rigor and Relevance (RQ5)
The bubble chart of Figure 3 , visualizing the result of the evaluation of rigor and relevance, shows that there is an approximately equal distribution of studies with both low and high relevance, whilst most studies exercise low scientific rigor. This is also reflected by the finding that most studies do not report using any research method (RQ4). The highest number of studies can be found in the sector of both low rigor and low relevance and a high number of studies also in the sector of low rigor and high relevance. As stated in RQ4, distribution of contribution type framework/method/technique is equal over evaluation research and solution proposals. A small portion of the studies exercise both high scientific rigor and have high relevance for industry. have not yet been evaluated in practices. They don't report using any specific research method. Thus, their scientific rigor and applicability is limited. Limitation: Since this is a mapping study, the aim is to cover the whole of a certain research area. As such, the biggest limitation regards the finding of all relevant studies. Three search strategies were used in this study: database search snowballing, and manual search. Even though snowballing was used to complement database search and not miss any relevant studies, a manual search of the dedicated workshop was required to find additional known relevant studies. Another limitation regarding the finding of all relevant studies comes from the search phrase. The key-words in the alignment category of the search phrase (C4 in 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the results of a SMS that structures and classifies the research regarding alignment of RE and ST providing up to date information. 80 studies contributing to the topic were found through search of databases, snowballing and manual search up till the end of 2015 that could answer the question: What is the current state of research on the topic of alignment of RE and ST? This alignment of RE and ST activities can be supported through many different techniques including early V&V, formalization of the requirements facilitating test generation, test generation form requirements specification, and improved traceability. Ways of supporting closer collaboration of requirements engineers and testers have been identified as practices that can improve the alignment of RE and ST. Better communication between people, organizational units, and organizations is of outmost importance since the flow of information is the key for better alignment. Challenges have been identified on all levels of the development ranging from organizational issues to people related challenges to challenges regarding tools and applied practices both in RE and ST. Amongst the benefits are improved project and product quality with greater likelihood of meeting schedule and budget demands, and a greater likelihood of more satisfied customers. However, although the many challenges have been identified, the effects in terms of benefits have been less explored. The primary studies of this mapping study have been published in many different journals or magazines, conferences and workshops and thus this SMS provides an inventory of relevant studies. This up to date information of the topic provides a basis for future studies for researchers. Practitioners can use this study to better understand approaches, benefits and challenges of alignment of RE and ST. Examining methodological data and the rigor and relevance of the primary studies shows that more rigorous research is needed to examine how and why the different approaches to support alignment works and in what context.
